I know that they are really serious about their responsibilities and they are ernment so that it is able to fight the increasing terrorism. At the same time, make sure that they provide practical and tangible support to Afghan gov-

is future for Afghanistan.”

should continue their pursuit of modern education. It is only education that war for safeguarding religion; rather they seem thirsty for filthy power,
cent times have revealed that most of the civilian casualties in Afghanistan -

further once they stand on their own. Therefore, any claim of the insurgents abilities of the institutions themselves so that they are ready to develop it the country and it is offering quality education to Afghan students who can the third set of reasons for the eurozone’s poor performance is a

States, which was the epicenter of the crisis.

States, which was the epicenter of the crisis.

make no hard decisions, European voters will make the decisions for them.

stalemate. Of course, every divorce is costly; but muddling through a site effect. An amicable divorce would be better than the current

rent halfway house is untenable. A system intended to promote
to carry them out. That doesn't change the basic fact that the cur-

institutions designed to ensure that the eurozone's laggards can catch up

faster than those in the countries with current-account deficits; increase fiscal spending, thereby ensuring that their prices increase

cits to be less than 3% of GDP;

• abandoning the convergence criteria, which require defi

and institutions can the euro be made to work. This will require

and institutions can the euro be made to work. This will require

• changing the mandate of the European Central Bank,

monetary and fiscal policy.

It could not have made it work. The eurozone’s structure imposed

the kind of rigidity associated with the gold standard. The single currency is obligatory, not even the most brilliant economic czar could not

the view of German policymakers over the past third of a century should

But the eurozone was a political arrangement, in which it was inev

institutions became common and rampant. Gunmen kill people and burgle

because of the insurgents. The insurgents are not fighting a holy war for safeguarding religion; rather they seem thirsty for filthy power,

injuries which include students, guards, police, men and women.

five females are among the 19 wounded that have been brought to the

struck by a car bomb at the entrance of the University the other two managed to enter the campus. The Interior Min-

attacker detonated a suicide car bomb at the entrance of the Univer-

In response to asymmetric shocks and divergences in productiv-

Condemning the Attack on AUAF

also of frustrating to citizens. So many times government has estab-

construction of schools and universities by arson, poisoning, grenades,

versities or poisoning incidents in some schools, this really affect

university. It is given greater social restrictions on girls' to continue

mines and rockets; threats to teachers and officials are common

mines and rockets; threats to teachers and officials are common

with German policymakers over the past third of a century should

But the eurozone was a political arrangement, in which it was inev

But, with Germany adamant about inflation – its prices have been

inflation – its prices have been
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education is the best strategy to a sustain-

universities due to unknown future and endless war. No nation

The worst-performing eurozone countries are mired in depression or recession, and joblessness, with unemployment rates outside the eurozone, and much more poorly than the United
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